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Summary
	 Conservation works have been completed to four cairns commemorating events and 
places significant to the crossing of  the Blue Mountains.  A project of  the Royal 
Australian Historical Society, works were completed by Rookwood General Cemetery 
Trust staff, and included careful conservation and maintenance: treating the cairns as 
historic memorials with significance in their own right, in addition to their important 
function with inscribed contextual information about various aspects of  the historic 
crossing and the expansion of  settlement in the early colony.

Background
 The project was initiated by the Royal Australian Historical Society on the basis of  Dr 
Siobhan Lavelle’s RAHS (or CLOSELY RELATED) CAIRNS ERECTED TO 
COMMEMORATE BLUE MOUNTAINS CROSSING 1813-1815: REPORT TO WESTERN 
CROSSINGS GRANT COMMITTEE – MARCH 2013, with possible works based on that 
report combined with a site visit by Sach Killam and Matthew Johnson, detailed in Blue 
Mountains Crossing: Royal Australian Historical Society (and closely related) Cairns: 
Conservation/Restoration Works Proposals, Monuments in Memoriam, April 2013.  . 
Please refer to the Lavelle document for the essential information on each monument 
including background, construction, locations, and listings of  desirable work.
 The 2013 works included conservation and maintenance to four cairns:  Blaxland 
(near Mamre), Glenbrook, Springwood, and Blackheath.  Specifically, the jobs completed 
included the “Recommended Works” and “Possible Additional Works” for the Blaxland 
(Mamre), Glenbrook and Blackheath cairns, with the Conservation Option (1) for the 
Springwood cairn.  During the course of  works, Monuments in Memoriam were re-
organised and re-absorbed into the operations of  the Rookwood General Cemetery 
Trust, but continue to work in the field of  cemetery and monument conservation.
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Blaxland Cairn
	 The Blaxland Cairn is located on Luddenham Road, near Mamre and Mamre Road.  
The cairn had suffered from rough and unsympathetic work in the past which was 
disfiguring the stonework and placing it at risk of  accelerated deterioration.  Earlier 
letter painting had also failed, making the inscription plaque hard to read.  During the 
course of  the project, significant landscape maintenance was completed by other 
parties:  notably improving the situation of  the cairn.

Before
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Above & right: the monument 
suffered from unsightly 

repointing and failure of the 
lettering paint:  it was hard to 

read, even when in close 
proximity.

There were a number of different methods of repointing in the past, the most 
noticeable and egregious being inappropriate and remarkably poorly executed 

silicone smearing which disfigured the the appearance of the monument as well as 
abetting and entrapping water in stone and the internal area of the cairn.



Repairs in Progress
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Removing the rough 
silicone pointing.  Note 
the white mason’s 
putty visible in the 
lower right (back left of 
cairn) which was 
probably the first 
attempt at repointing 
as it overlies an earlier 
sand-and-cement 
mortar which had well-
graded aggregates and 
was colour-matched to 
the sandstone.  

Above: hand-cleaning with plastic-bristle brushes and potable water.  Note the grey 
cement (with beach sand) repointing of the upper blocks of the cairn were stable and 

firmly adhered to the sandstone:  it was thus left in place. 

Mortar aftercare
.

The repointing mortar 
was formulated to 

resemble the original, but 
remain distinguishable 

under close examination.  
The new mortar was 

made with Aalborg white 
cement (Denmark), trass 
pozzolan (Germany), and 

Hawkesbury river sand in 
proportions of 2:1:6.  



After

Works Completed
* all silicone pointing was removed
* all joints were raked back, removing all loose and failing material
* all open joints were repointed with a new mortar to match the original, including 
sympathetic colour, but remain distinguishable from the historic:  new mortar 
comprised 2 parts Aalborg white cement, 1 part trass pozzolan, to 6 parts Hawkesbury 
river sand
* the entire cairn was hand-cleaned using potable water and plastic-bristle brushed
* the inscription was re-gilded
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Repairs Completed
.

The repointing mortar has a 
much more sympathetic 

appearance to the sandstone.  
Note that the inscription remains 

slightly difficult to read:  a 
limitation of the earlier choice of 

gold lettering on grey granite.  
The inscription is, however, now 
legible, and the entire monument 

invites suitable attention.  



Glenbrook Cairn
 The Glenbrook cairn appeared unkempt, with biological colonisation (algae growth) 
and damage to the lead lettering, including a missing ‘L’ making the first word, 
BLAXLAND, difficult to read.  A large overhanging branch was placing the monument at 
risk.

Before
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Above & left: the combination of biological colonisation 
with loss and damage to lead letters made the monument 
appear un-cared-for and somewhat hard to read.

Below: a large branch, mostly dead, was placing the 
monument at risk.  The neighbouring shrubs were also 

full of dead stock which increased the shade on the 
cairn, encouraging biological growths.



Repairs in Progress
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Above:  the letter N was found to have been 
vandalised between the time of the initial site tour 

and the actual works.  Given that the crew were 
already onsite, the additional repair was 

completed as if part of the planned works.

Above:  tapping-in the lead using traditional 
techniques taught to Sach Killam by noted 
Sydney letter-cutter the late Gordon Brown 

(ebonite mallet, shown, a gift from master to 
student).

Above & below:  the replacement lead lettering 
completed using conservation best-practices.  

Extreme care was taken to minimise scratching 
while gouging and trimming the lead: thus avoiding 

any damage to the historic marble.  Sadly, most 
masons grind off the face of the marble to make 

replacement lettering cheap and easy.

Above:  removal of the dying branch which 
was a risk to the monument.  Blue 

Mountains Council staff, who were working 
on fallen branches in the area after a heavy 
wind-storm, helpfully agreed to dispose of 
the large branch with their work, avoiding 
any issue with possible transportation of 

insects or disease.



After

Works Completed
* the monument was carefully hand-cleaned using only plastic-bristle brushes and 
potable water, combined with re-tapping of  all extant lead letters
* missing lead letters (the first ‘L’ in BLAXLAND and the majority of  the ‘N’ in 
WENTWORTH) were replaced with new lead, completed as per traditional techniques, 
with care taken to avoid any damage to the historic fabric of  the marble panel
* the large dead branch overhanging the monument was carefully cut off  (and then 
removed by Blue Mountains City Council staff  who were working nearby), with dead 
stock in the neighbouring shrubs also cut back (increasing light and air movement 
around the stone, while also helping to improve the health of  the shrubs).
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Springwood Cairn
	 The Springwood cairn has suffered extensive 
damage from invasive cleaning in the past.  For 
2013, the Royal Australian Historical Society 
opted for only gentle and reversible maintenance 
work:  conserving and treating the 1938 
monument as an historical item in its own right.

Before
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Above:  colonisation by biological growths.

Above left & right: damage to the historic lead lettering through a combination of inappropriate 
‘cleaning’ techniques:  acid and likely also carborundum rubbing off of the historic face.  Parts of the 

lead letters are missing, while the extant sections stand proud of the marble, at risk of loss.



Repairs in Progress
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Left & above: hand-cleaning the sandstone 
and removing biological growths and loose 
mortar from the joint areas.

Above: mortar after-care.  The Natural 
Hydraulic Lime mortar sets through a 
slow process of carbonation, requiring 

damp conditions for 3-6 weeks. The 
monument was wrapped in damp hessian 

and then covered with plastic.

Below: checking the mortar for colour, and 
re-wetting the hessian.  The monument was 

then left covered for 4 weeks.



After

Works Completed
* the sandstone cairn and marble inscription 
plaque were carefully hand-cleaned using only 
plastic-bristle brushes and potable water
* the damaged lead lettering was cautiously 
stabilised with re-tapping, taking care to avoid 
applying too much pressure which could deform 
the lead
* joints were raked back with loose mortar and all 
plant growth removed (note that this was only a 
very small proportion of  the entire pointed area)
* open joints were pointed with a Natural 
Hydraulic Lime mortar comprising 4 parts NHL 
3.5 to 1 part trass pozzolan to 9 parts Hawkesbury 
river sand.  The lime used is from a Roman quarry, 
re-opened in 1851:  St. Astier in France.
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Earlier damage to the lead lettering means 
that restoration or a new plaque may be 

required at some point in the future in order 
to ensure that the inscription is readable.  

However, a new sign “Naming Springwood”, 
attached to the right of the fenced area, 

explains the site and contains a brief history.



Blackheath Cairn
	 The Blackheath cairn was in reasonably 
good condition but was showed signs of  
imminent problems with water retention and a 
general lack of  maintenance.

Before
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Above: the pointing was failing in isolated areas.  
Note, however, the presence of prior inappropriate 
repointing work in epoxy and grey cement which 

may cause long-term problems.

Above: the open top of a threaded ferrous ring, 
with protruding copper wire, was collecting 

and retaining water inside the cairn.

Left: algae was becoming established 
in rain-washed areas of the marble 
panel, obscuring the inscription.



Repairs in Progress
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Above: the copper wire was retained on site–  
placed into the threaded ferrous pipe in 

advance of capping the hole.

Hand-cleaning the cairn using only plastic-
bristle brushes and potable water.

Re-tapping the lead lettering using a 
traditional ebonite mallet with cane handle. After-care for the filling of the top 

and the (limited) mortar re-pointing.



After

Works Completed
* the sandstone cairn and marble inscription plaque were carefully hand-cleaned using 
only plastic-bristle brushes and potable water
* the limited areas of  failing joints were raked back, removing all loose material
* the open top of  the cairn was filled with a 1:4 cement mortar comprising 1 part 
Aalborg white cement to ½ part trass pozzolan to 3½ parts Hawkesbury river sand
* open joints and cracks over 1.5mm wide were repointed with an inconspicuous new 
mortar comprised of  2 parts Aalborg white cement, 1 part trass pozzolan, to 4 parts 
Hawkesbury river sand.
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